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The Future of Drinking Water Systems
Will they be filtration systems or appliances?

Unless you are new to the water filtration industry, you are probably familiar with standard point-of-entry (POE) filtration housings. Commonly found in basements, utility rooms, garages or closets, these filtration housings are plumbed into the point of entry where a water line comes into a home or building. These units serve to provide filtration for water so that contaminants such as sediment, rust and chlorine taste and odor can be reduced from the main water supply.

Customers for years have been choosing a better solution. One of the first major trends along this line was to move filtration systems to the point of use (POU), often undersink locations in kitchens. More conveniently located for consumers and in a much cleaner environment, an undersink system puts filtration near the source.

While such a placement does not allow for whole-house filtration, it does serve to provide filtered drinking water where many choose to fill their drinking glasses—at the kitchen sink.

This undersink filtration system offers quarter-turn encapsulated filters for easy filter change-outs—no special tools are required and no housings are filled with water to spill as you change the filters. Placed under kitchen sinks where most consumers access water on a daily basis, the sleek design and wealth of features makes drinking water filtration a convenient and easy option for nearly everyone.

The most significant recent trend driving drinking water filtration systems has been designing these systems directly into the appliances where consumers use drinking water. They are no longer relegated to utility rooms or basements. In fact, drinking water filtration systems often drive the design choices that consumers make when they consider product upgrades or home remodeling. Such systems can be located where consumers store food, ice and cold water or in a refrigerator such as those manufactured by Sub-Zero of Madison, Wis., which feature technologically advanced microbiological drinking water filtration systems that offer 99.9999% bacteria reduction, 99.99% virus reduction and 99.95% cyst reduction using an extruded carbon block filter. This refrigerator filter will also reduce chlorine taste and odor, lead and volatile organic compounds.

Customer Convenience

Other systems can be conveniently located at consumers’ fingertips—at the end of a faucet, on a countertop or as a stand-alone unit providing filtered drinking water quickly and easily. The Tami4 plumbed-in water cooler is designed and manufactured by TANA Water of Israel. This water cooler unit features one of the highest-quality water filtration systems on the market, saves consumers the trouble of handling water cooler bottles, provides a range of cold and hot water options, occupies a compact space and features outstanding design and consumer-friendly options in a variety of designer color choices.

If the drinking water filtration system is designed to be plumbed into a location such as a utility room, new design concepts no longer have
High-tech filtration meets high-end style

Prestigious Reverse Osmosis Water Faucets

Crafted from the finest elements available, our reverse osmosis faucets are built to last and start with precision engineering and careful attention to detail. Using stainless steel spouts, nickel-plated inlets, preinstalled tubing, and quick-connect fittings, Pureteck faucets beat all industry standards, earning both NSF and UPC certification.

With three style lines and more than a dozen standard colors and finishes, Pureteck faucets compliment any décor from traditional to contemporary and eclectic. Custom colors are available upon request.

For more information, contact us today!

As a premiere manufacturer and supplier of reverse osmosis and water filtration systems, Pureteck Water Treatment Technologies offers one-source convenience and ultimate quality control. Serving residential, industrial, and commercial markets.
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From left to right: A Sub-Zero refrigerator as a major element of kitchen design; the TANA water countertop cooler; and a typical 10-in. POE filter housing setup.